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Towards a New Epistemology of Maidan 

!
- Timothy Snyder takes a retrospective look at Maidan and its battle for European values 

from the vantage point of Ukraine's “eastern capital”, Kharkiv, and its major contemporary 

writer, 40-year old Serhii Zhadan."

!
- Serhii Plokhy, Harvard Professor of Ukrainian History, discusses the Ukrainian crisis and 

its historical background."

!
- In the New Yorker Marcy Shore gives a compelling account of Maidan as “the return of 

metaphysics” through the personal stories of a class of Lviv graduate students reading the 

works of Tony Judt."

• Language, Identity, Memory 

!
- Krytyka’s Kateryna Botanova offers a thought-provoking discussion of the Ukrainian 

Ministry of Culture as an institution and of its deeper connection with Ukrainian society 

and its biases about culture."

!
- Ukrainian expert on language policies Volodymyr Kulyk gives a comprehensive account of 

the discussion surrounding the question of Ukrainian language, its uses and controversial 

relation with Russian."

!
- Mykola Riabchuk on Ukraine's “post-colonial syndrome” in an interview from the recent 

Cambridge Polish-Ukrainian Conference “Past as prelude”."

!
- The Nation delivers an excoriating and highly controversial portrait of Volodymyr 

Viatrovych, Ukraine's newly appointed director of the Institute of National Memory."

!
- While Soviet symbols are being quickly replaced all over the country, both critics and 

promoters of de-communization laws claim that what is at stake is Ukraine's identity."

!
- In Kyiv, not only mosaics displaying communist symbols are facing the risk of being 

dismantled."
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http://www.nybooks.com/blogs/nyrblog/2015/jul/21/ukraine-kharkiv-edge-of-europe/
http://www.apple.com/it/
http://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/reading-tony-judt-in-wartime-ukraine
http://krytyka.com/ua/articles/dylemy-ukrayinskoyi-kulturnoyi-polityky-mizh-tsyrkom-i-mavzoleiem
http://krytyka.com/en/community/blogs/why-and-how-we-must-support-ukrainian-language
http://euromaidanpress.com/2015/08/07/the-postcolonial-syndrome-in-ukraine/
http://www.thenation.com/article/how-ukraines-new-memory-commissar-is-controlling-the-nations-past/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/ukraine-toppled-communist-statues-but-raised-a-bigger-debate/2015/08/13/646a0810-3ab1-11e5-b759-e3c43f009486_story.html
http://izin.com.ua/mosaika-priadka/
http://izin.com.ua/decommunism/
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!
- Serhii Zhadan on pseudo-patriotism in Ukraine."

!
- Hiroaki Kuromiya on the complex cultural nature of Donbas and its links with the present-

day situation."

!
• Russophones in Search of a New National Idea 

- A talk with Volodymyr/Vladimir Rafeenko on language issues, Gogol’ and Donets’k at the 

“Misiats’ avtors’kych chytan’” literary festival in Lviv."

!
- Iuliia Oliinyk, director of  “Tempora” publishing house, on the state of dismay of the 

Ukrainian book market and on its complicated relationship with Russia."

!
- Iurii Volodars’kyi responds to Oliinyk, criticizing her statement about the alleged “non-

Ukrainianness” of Ukrainian Russian-speaking literature."

!
- Olena Stiazhkina’s musings on childhood, Donbas, and the “internal East” of the human 

soul."

!
• Reforming The Country 

!
- While a new poll released by IRI found that Ukrainians are dissatisfied with the slow pace 

of reforms in the country, the Carnegie Endowment has assembled an independent team of 

Ukraine-based scholars to analyze reforms in four key-areas (political and judicial; 

economic; national security; decentralization). The first memo of the Ukraine Reform 

Monitor can be consulted here."

- In the Atlantic Council, Kateryna Smagliy, director of the Kennan Institute's Kiev office, 

takes a highly critical stance on Serhii Kvit's reforming activity as Minister of Education."

- A map of the recently established Ukrainian road police."

- Is Russia (already) annexing Donbas? And how is Kyiv reacting?"

!
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http://nv.ua/opinion/Jadan/ukrainskie-perepatrioty-59713.html
http://historians.in.ua/index.php/en/dyskusiya/1597-hiroaki-kuromiya-the-enigma-of-the-donbas-how-to-understand-its-past-and-future
http://zbruc.eu/node/40228#.Vc29rjckyJw.facebook
http://www.theinsider.ua/art/vidavets-yuliya-oliinik-tempora/
http://politeka.net/61762-dernuli-za-yazyk-pochemu-borba-za-monolingvistichnost-ugrozhaet-ukrainskoj-gosudarstvennosti/
http://www.apple.com/it/
http://www.unian.ua/politics/1115259-v-ukrajini-zrostae-nevdovolennya-tempom-reform-40-ukrajintsiv-vzagali-ne-bachat-zmin-opituvannya.html
http://carnegieendowment.org/2015/08/19/ukraine-reform-monitor-august-2015/iewe?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRogv6rBZKXonjHpfsX56OosW6S2lMI%2F0ER3fOvrPUfGjI4HTcNiI%2BSLDwEYGJlv6SgFSrnAMbBwzLgFWhI%3D
http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/how-mr-x-outsmarted-mr-kvit-the-lopsided-progress-of-ukraine-s-education-reforms#.VcxMbm0WPDo.facebook
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1GNaGOpf2yCNVh1dzFzV0hiTUE/view
http://www.rferl.org/content/a-soft-annexation-in-donbas/27225009.html
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!
• Society and Urban Geography 

- Politico.eu uncovers Kiev's “hipster revolution” and the city’s shift towards European cultural 

values."

!
- Following a social experiment conducted in Moscow by the creators of Chebu Russia TV, 

Bird in Flight published a video that documents how people react to two young men walking 

in Kyiv holding hands. In the end, Zoryan and Tymur get attacked by a group of skinheads."

!
- What is Ukraine’s Left today?"

!
- An Italian report on AIDS in Ukraine and the impossibility for Crimean patients to receive 

methadone after Russian annexation."

!
- Khmarochos, a Kiev magazine focusing on urban planning and architecture, has collected 

on its website an interesting selection of cartographic and photographic materials that help 

track the trajectory whereby Kiev turned from provincial town during tsarist times into 

"post-Soviet megalopolis”."

"

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Kiev before the Second 

World War"

!
!
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http://www.politico.eu/article/kievs-hipster-revolution-russia-ukraine-culture/
http://bird.depositphotos.com/reportage/hidden-camera-how-people-react-to-seeing-gays-in-kyiv.html?share_source=%2Freportage%2Fhidden-camera-how-people-react-to-seeing-gays-in-kyiv.html+target%3Dfacebook
https://www.opendemocracy.net/od-russia/denys-gorbach/ukraine%E2%80%99s-left-between-swamp-and-hard-place
http://www.balcanicaucaso.org/aree/Ucraina/Ucraina-la-guerra-e-l-Aids-162531
http://hmarochos.kiev.ua/2015/08/26/novitnya-istoriya-kiyeva-u-mapah-diagramah-ta-fotografiyah/
http://hmarochos.kiev.ua/2015/08/26/novitnya-istoriya-kiyeva-u-mapah-diagramah-ta-fotografiyah/
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!
The Larger Picture 

!!!
- Mariana Budjeryn of Central Eastern European University opens Krytyka's discussion 

series on the Ukrainian dimension of the Iran nuclear deal, outlining differences and 

similarities between the Budapest Memorandum and the Iranian deal."

!
- In a continuation of the series, Ukrainian nuclear experts Olena Pavlenko, Anton 

Antonenko and Roman Nitsovych discuss the consequences of the Iranian deal in the 

context of Ukrainian-Russian-EU relations The article is available in Ukrainian and 

English."

!
- Political analyst Mikhail Minakov on the concept of “Ukrainian crisis” and its actual global 

implications."

!
- One year after the shooting down of MH17 The Daily Beast put together all the existing 

evidence in an extensive article that allegedly points to Russia's direct involvement in the 

accident."

!
- Are Russian and American think tanks falling victims of the rising ideological tensions 

separating the two countries over Ukraine?"

!
- What do Russians actually think about the war in Ukraine and the relationship between 

the two countries?"

!
- In Moscow, a "Commitee for the Salvation of Ukraine" has been founded. Its leader is 

Ukraine's former PM Mykola Azarov."

!
- Separatist forces in Donbas can now count on the support of the 15th International Brigade, 

whose leader hails from Abkhazia (in Italian)."
!
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http://krytyka.com/en/articles/iran-ukraine-and-global-nuclear-order
http://krytyka.com/ua/articles/slid-uhody-z-iranom-v-trykutnyku-ukrayina-rosiya-es
http://krytyka.com/en/articles/iran-deal-and-ukraine-russia-eu-triangle#sthash.qOwOc6yC.gbpl&st_refDomain=www.facebook.com&st_refQuery=/
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/publication/kennan-cable-no11-conflict-eastern-europe-war-to-stable-peace
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/07/17/how-we-know-russia-shot-down-mh17.html?via=desktop&source=facebook
http://www.russia-direct.org/analysis/do-think-tanks-fall-ideological-divide-separating-russia-us
http://carnegie.ru/2015/08/26/ru-61007/if5q
http://tvrain.ru/teleshow/here_and_now/pjat_glavnyh_tezisov_press_konferentsii_komiteta_po_spaseniju_ukrainy_video-392010/
http://www.balcanicaucaso.org/aree/Abkhazia/La-brigata-degli-abkhazi-nel-Donbass-163274
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Beyond Ukraine	  

!
• Russia!

- Lilia Shevtsova gives an account of the history of German-Russian relations in the last 

two centuries, concluding that German ‘love affair with Russia’ is probably coming to an 

end.!

- Foreign Policy explores the contradiction between Putin's endorsement of “Christian 

traditional sexual values”, including fierce opposition to gay rights, and his backing of 

polygamy among Muslims in Chechnya."

- “What governs Russia today is not Putin's will but his ambiguity”. In the New York Times 

Ivan Krastev tells us “what the West gets wrong about Russia”."

- Myths and Realities of Sanctions (and Counter-Sanctions) in Russia."

- With inflation sharply rising, Russia is experiencing the first sustained decline in living 

standards since 2000, the year Vladimir Putin came to power."

- Despite a campaign in the Russian media to invite people to spend their holidays in 

Crimea, the number of visitors is still well beyond the six millions who came in 2013, due 

to Western sanctions, Ukraine's block of the railroad tracks and poor infrastructures."

- Vladimir Putin visits Crimea."

- Russia harshly limits basic civil rights in occupied Crimea."

- Russia under Western sanctions: IMF predicts Russia will lose 9% of its GDP."

- In July, Russia has put its self-declared border several hundred meters deeper into 

Georgian territory."

!
!

http://www.the-american-interest.com/2015/08/27/russias-love-affair-with-germany/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2015/07/24/vladimir-putin-polygamy-islam-chechnya-christian-far-right-europe-ramzan-kadyrov/
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/13/opinion/what-the-west-gets-wrong-about-russia.html?smid=fb-share
http://carnegie.ru/eurasiaoutlook/?fa=61005
http://carnegie.ru/eurasiaoutlook/?fa=61021
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/19/world/europe/russians-feel-rubles-fall-but-putin-remains-mostly-unscathed.html?ref=world
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/20/world/europe/russias-pitch-to-vacationers-crimea-is-for-patriots.html?ref=world&_r=0
http://nv.ua/publications/metit-territoriju-zachem-putin-edet-v-krym---eksperty-64430.html
https://www.vedomosti.ru/politics/articles/2015/08/19/605467-putin-rasskazal-ob-ugroze-krimu-so-storoni-vneshnih-sil
http://www.novayagazeta.ru/politics/69276.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/economics/11780708/Western-sanctions-are-hitting-Russia-harder-than-anyone-realised.html
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/14/georgia-accuses-russia-of-violating-international-law-over-south-ossetia
http://www.the-american-interest.com/2015/08/27/russias-love-affair-with-germany/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2015/07/24/vladimir-putin-polygamy-islam-chechnya-christian-far-right-europe-ramzan-kadyrov/
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/13/opinion/what-the-west-gets-wrong-about-russia.html?smid=fb-share
http://carnegie.ru/eurasiaoutlook/?fa=61005
http://carnegie.ru/eurasiaoutlook/?fa=61021
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/19/world/europe/russians-feel-rubles-fall-but-putin-remains-mostly-unscathed.html?ref=world
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/20/world/europe/russias-pitch-to-vacationers-crimea-is-for-patriots.html?ref=world&_r=0
http://nv.ua/publications/metit-territoriju-zachem-putin-edet-v-krym---eksperty-64430.html
https://www.vedomosti.ru/politics/articles/2015/08/19/605467-putin-rasskazal-ob-ugroze-krimu-so-storoni-vneshnih-sil
http://www.novayagazeta.ru/politics/69276.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/economics/11780708/Western-sanctions-are-hitting-Russia-harder-than-anyone-realised.html
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/14/georgia-accuses-russia-of-violating-international-law-over-south-ossetia
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Beyond Ukraine	  

!
!
- In Moscow, a highly controversial monument to Volodymyr/Vladimir the Great is going 

to be built."

- Some statistical and sociological considerations on the concepts of “national pride”, 

“patriotism” and “nationalism” in Russia."

!
• Show Trials?!

- It’s the summer of political trials in Moscow, with several high-profile cases (among them 

that of Ukrainian military officer Nadyia Savchenko) opening a new judicial front in the 

ideological war between Russia and the West."

- Prosecutors in Rostov-on-Don have requested a prison-term of 23 years for Oleh Sentsov, 

a Ukrainian film-director accused of plotting to blow up a statue of Lenin in Crimea."

!
!
• Central Europe and the migrants crisis!

- Hungary’s much-criticized plan to build a fence to deter migrants evokes old identity 

myths, with conservative politicians calling forth the country's long history of battling 

Turkish invasion, and memories of the recent past as the fence unfurls where 

"Communist minefields once cordoned off the Soviet bloc from renegade Communist 

Yugoslavia”."

!
• Belarus!

- Aliaksandr Lukashenka is trying to find a balance between allegiance to Russia and 

affinity to Ukraine."

!
!
!
!

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-33689641
http://rusrep.ru/article/2015/07/09/gordost-ipribezhische
http://www.economist.com/news/europe/21661032-russia-no-longer-confining-its-abuse-law-its-own-citizens-kremlins-new-show
http://vozduh.afisha.ru/cinema/prigovor-olegu-sencovu-uzhe-ne-kino/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/kidnapped-estonian-security-officer-sentenced-in-russia-over-spy-claims/2015/08/19/3d8f51f7-11bf-4c57-81df-e6c32eebaad6_story.html
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/aug/19/ukrainian-filmmaker-oleg-sentsov-russian-court-suffer-or-die-for-his-beliefs
http://www.rferl.org/content/crimean-director-sentsov-trial-transcript-russian-court-terror-charges/27197814.html
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/08/26/putin-s-purges-famous-filmmaker-given-20-years.html?via=desktop&source=facebook
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/25/world/europe/migrants-push-toward-hungary-as-a-border-fence-rises.html?hpw&rref=world&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&module=well-region&region=bottom-well&WT.nav=bottom-well&_r=0
http://www.bbc.com/russian/international/2015/08/150804_lukashenko_russian_world?ocid=socialflow_facebook
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-33689641
http://rusrep.ru/article/2015/07/09/gordost-ipribezhische
http://www.economist.com/news/europe/21661032-russia-no-longer-confining-its-abuse-law-its-own-citizens-kremlins-new-show
http://vozduh.afisha.ru/cinema/prigovor-olegu-sencovu-uzhe-ne-kino/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/kidnapped-estonian-security-officer-sentenced-in-russia-over-spy-claims/2015/08/19/3d8f51f7-11bf-4c57-81df-e6c32eebaad6_story.html
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/aug/19/ukrainian-filmmaker-oleg-sentsov-russian-court-suffer-or-die-for-his-beliefs
http://www.rferl.org/content/crimean-director-sentsov-trial-transcript-russian-court-terror-charges/27197814.html
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/08/26/putin-s-purges-famous-filmmaker-given-20-years.html?via=desktop&source=facebook
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/25/world/europe/migrants-push-toward-hungary-as-a-border-fence-rises.html?hpw&rref=world&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&module=well-region&region=bottom-well&WT.nav=bottom-well&_r=0
http://www.bbc.com/russian/international/2015/08/150804_lukashenko_russian_world?ocid=socialflow_facebook
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Culture 

!
- Viktor Tsoi, front man for the popular Soviet band Kino, died in a car crash on August 15, 

1990. Twenty-five years later, his legacy is still alive."

!
- A website offers a selection of anti-Soviet paintings made by Soviet artist during the 

1960s-1990s."

!
- Winter on Fire: Ukraine's Fight for Freedom, a documentary covering Ukraine’s 

revolutionary days between November 2013 and February 2014, will make its world 

premiere at the 72nd Venice Film Festival in September. The documentary, filmed by 

director Evgeny Afineevsky, will also be streamed on Netflix on October 9."

!
- The Event, Serhii Loznitsa's new documentary film after Maidan (2014), uses archival 

material to put together a found footage documentary about an attempted coup d’etat in 

Russia in August 1991. The Event will premiere at the Venice Film Festival."

!
- Until the end of September, the PinchukArtCentre and the National Centre Oleksandr 

Dovzhenko will be hosting debates and lectures on the Ukrainian cinema of the late 80s 

and 90s."

!
- Nancy Condee, Professor of Slavic and Film Studies at the University of Pittsburg discusses 

Russian cinema today in a two-part essay that examines the industry's economic health and 

its dominant trends."

!
- Lazar Fleishman, Professor of Russian Literature at Stanford, on the independence of 

Russian culture from the official national discourse."

!
- Londongrad, a TV comedy show which premieres on Russian television next month, explores 

half-wittingly, half-seriously - the lives of the Russian expats living in London, delivering a 

portrait of the city through the eyes of its Russian inhabitants."

!
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http://www.rferl.org/media/photogallery/russia-music-kino-tsoi/27185480.html
http://politolog.net/hot/nastoyashhij-russkij-mir-podborka-antisovetskoj-zhivopisi-raznyx-let/
http://variety.com/2015/digital/news/netflix-winter-on-fire-ukraine-uprising-documentary-1201558115/
http://www.apple.com/it/
http://www.dovzhenkocentre.org/event/134/
http://jordanrussiacenter.org/news/cold-snap-part-russian-film-leviathan/#.Vfq8nmTtmko
http://jordanrussiacenter.org/news/cold-snap-part-ii-russian-film-leviathan/#.Vfq8zWTtmko
http://www.novayagazeta.ru/arts/69375.html
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/aug/21/londongrad-portrait-of-london-russian-inhabitants
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!
Photography	  

!
- Beyond Borders, Italian photographer’s Gianluca Pardelli most recent work, explores frozen 

conflicts in the disputed Transcaucasian republics of Abkhazia, South Ossetia and Nagorno-

Karabakh. These photographs belong to a larger project called Splinters, which also includes 

Transnistria, Gagauzia, Donbas and Crimea."

- In the series Declared Detachments, Russian photographer Mariya Kozhanova (born 1986) 

explores the uneasy quest for identity of her generation - a generation “absolutely 

ideologically naked”, as she explains - portraying young Russians who engage with cosplay."

- Landsleute 1977-1987. Two Germanys (Kehrer Verlag), a book by German photographer Rudi 

Meisel, documents everyday life in Germany as a divided state, capitalist and communist. 

Mr Meisel’s thesis is that the two Germanys were actually one and that the similarities were 

more than the differences. Eighty photographs from his works will also be presented in 

Berlin. 

!
�9

     Sukhumi, Photo by Gianluca Pardelli

http://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2015/aug/24/soviet-gianluca-pardelli-in-pictures#img-2
https://calvertjournal.com/features/show/4553/escapes-transcaucasia-gianluca-pardelli
http://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2015/aug/24/soviet-gianluca-pardelli-in-pictures?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other
http://mariyakozhanova.com/website.html
http://www.artbooksheidelberg.de/html/en/program/detail.html?ID=916
http://www.apple.com/it/
http://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2015/aug/24/soviet-gianluca-pardelli-in-pictures#img-2
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Editorial News	  

!
!
- The latest issue of Krytyka (July 2015) is now available, both in Ukrainian and English."

- The latest issue of Zeitschrift für Slawistik is entirely focused on Ukrainian Studies."

- Anna Fishzon interviews Alexander Etkind on his recent book Warped Mourning: Stories of 

the Undead in the Land of the Unburied (Standford 2013), a cultural analysis of Soviet and 

Post-Soviet mourning."

- Thomas D. Grant, a lawyer and an academic at Wolfson College,Cambridge, UK, has 

devoted a monograph to the legal implications of Russia's annexation of Crimea."

- Stephen Velychenko's latest monograph explores the Ukrainian marxist critique of 

Russian communist rule in Ukraine after the October Revolution."

- CIUS’s latest publication on Ukrainian archeological and historical research on Baturyn."
!
• Reviews!

- Mykola Riabchuk’s reviews David R. Marples, Frederick V. Mills (eds.). Ukraine’s 

Euromaidan. Analyses of a Civil Revolution. Stuttgart 2015."

!
- Roksolana Sviato reviews Daleki blyz'ki, a collection of twelve intellectual portraits of 

Western philosophers and writers by Ukrainian philosopher Volodymyr Yermolenko."

• Scholarly resources!

In January 2015 ASEEES commissioned a study, carried out by Professor Ted Gerber at the 

University of Winsconsin, Madison, on the state of Russian Studies in the US. Read the full 

report here."

!!
!

http://krytyka.com/ua/journal/rik-xix-chyslo-5-6-211-212
http://krytyka.com/en/journal/year-xix-issue-5-6-211-212
http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/slaw.2015.60.issue-2/issue-files/slaw.2015.60.issue-2.xml
http://newbooksinrussianstudies.com/2015/07/26/alexander-etkind-warped-mourning-stories-of-the-undead-in-the-land-of-the-unburied-stanford-up-2013/
http://www.palgrave.com/page/detail/aggression-against-ukraine-thomas-d-grant/?isb=9781137514639
http://www.utppublishing.com/Painting-Imperialism-and-Nationalism-Red-The-Ukrainian-Marxist-Critique-of-Russian-Communist-Rule-in-Ukraine-1918-1925.html
http://www.ciuspress.com/catalogue/history/347/palatsi-ivana-maziepi-ta-kirila-rozumovs'kogheo
http://krytyka.com/ua/articles/kartohrafuvannya-maydanu
http://krytyka.com/ua/reviews/daleki-blyzki-eseyi-z-filosofiyi-ta-literatury
http://aseees.org/news-events/aseees-news-feed/report-state-russian-studies-us
http://krytyka.com/ua/journal/rik-xix-chyslo-5-6-211-212
http://krytyka.com/en/journal/year-xix-issue-5-6-211-212
http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/slaw.2015.60.issue-2/issue-files/slaw.2015.60.issue-2.xml
http://newbooksinrussianstudies.com/2015/07/26/alexander-etkind-warped-mourning-stories-of-the-undead-in-the-land-of-the-unburied-stanford-up-2013/
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In Memoriam 

!
- Svetlana Boym, Curt Hugo Reisinger Professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures and 

Comparative Literature at Harvard University, passed away August 5, 2015, aged 56. Tributes 

written by her friends and colleagues can be found here (Aseees; The New Yorker)."

!
- A portrait of historian Robert Conquest, the author of “The Harvest of Sorrow: Soviet 

Collectivization and the Terror-Famine”, who died at 98 on August 4."
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  The original picture can be found here. 
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